Philocafe April 1st 2014
The evening's dichotomy for discussion :
- Happiness is not a reward it is a consequence
- Suffering is not a punishment it is a result...
We were four in number that April fools' day - the die-hards perhaps !
Here is a brief summary of the evenings exchanges:
Naturally, we seemed often during the eveining to me to be in orbit around that old chestnut : is the glass half full or is it half empty? Identical conditions have different effects on different individuals. Ideal conditions are consequently not necessarily to be strived for as conscious choice alone is not enough to secure happiness. However, it was noted that we have the capacity to cultivate our own contentment. Natural optomists exist, natural depressives exist... whose company would you choose between a natural depressive and the eternal sunshine of a false optimist?! In the right environment, inherent human charachteristics and nature can conspire to bring about happiness; in the wrong environment the opposite can be so - even the promises of security and certainty can be a barrier to the blossoming of a personality. In our natural environment and at the top of the food chain, we still suffer from anxiety and practice distraction (Yoga offers the antidote of sustained attention). Welcome to our lengthening list of  what causes suffering. Misery is well known to love misery. The acknowledgement of its observation can however lead to a shift and release from this pattern.  The theory of Dependant Origination was brought up : This is because that is not;  this is not beause that is not; this ceases to be because that ceases to be. This would seem to sum up that there exists between the polarities a connectedness.. The connectedness of Jung and Freud came up. Freud made the connection between sex anad death by highlighting that in an evolutionary  context, early reproduction in simpler organisms was via cloning and so death had no dynamic presence. Fast forward many millions of years and this does not hold for true for reproduction by sex which can involve death, interdependance and loss of happiness. For Freud, culture was the sublimation of the sexual urge. For Freud, the unconscious held all our taboos and repressed sexual urges. Jung's journey of individuation through his own psychosis could be called a journey of enlightenment moving towards God consciousness. For Jung, the unconscious had autonomy - an intelligence was at work here which could build a bridge to the deeper light. Devastating and sad then but perhaps unsurprising with hindsight, that something had to give and there was a rift between these two great men.
To briefly conclude, we broadly agreed with the opening statements. The group accepted that life fulfils itself through us so therefore happpiness is a consequence. In accepting that a seed fulfils its specific potential we are left again with the question of what free-will do we have? So yes, suffering is not a punishment but a result. However, we agreed that we must have some degree of  choice in our existences. From a more active perspective, we can cultivate the nature of our participation in life. From a more passive perspective, we can choose the way in which we surrendour ourselves to life.
Looking forward to meeting again tonight
Peter




